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1-844-TINY-GUN

FP Berloque-Nickel Round Butt
w/Toledo Grips-FBBQNPSTOB1.B

$1,599.90

This is a gun that I never intended to sell, but I wanted to share the photos and
description with everyone else. I've only seen a couple other Toldeo style berloques like
these, and they sold for much more than I have ever seen a pair of berloques ever sell for.
If you are interested in purcasing this gun, just send me a message with an offer. This is
a Berloque miniature 2mm pinfire pistol from Austria - it is gold plated brass and
round butt with toledo, behner grips. It also has "BEHNER" stamped on top of the
barrel. This is an antique, produced in the 1930's and are one of the earlier models, which
has a round hammer and a sharp trigger. This is a very rare gun! This particular
model is in "B" or good condition (graded based on the overall working condition and
aesthetics for the same style and age). This gun has a fair finish, with tarnish and wear on
the gun's body all over, as well as minor wear on the grips. The hammer is chipped of the
rounded top part but still can be cocked back. Due to the age of this gun, this mini may
not fire. The trigger works fine, and the overall length (OAL) is 1 5/8". These minis
are designed to fire ANY projectiles. Be cautious when loading and firing this
gun with projectiles such as lead balls and caps.

Listed in "The Tiniest Guns" by Bob Urso Vol. 3 on page 16 as A3j3.

Click on the photo to the right for more and/or a larger view.

Click here for 2mm Blanks for this gun!
Click here for 2mm Live Rounds for this gun!
Click here for 2mm Lead Ball Rounds for this gun!
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